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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO9928807A1] The invention relates to a mobile screen workstation provided with a PC or notebook (14), a screen (16), at least one
peripheral device (18), such as a printer, telecommunications device, power pack, network-independent power supply unit or the like and a hard-
shelled case (12). The hard-shelled case (12) has a base shell half (20) for accommodating the PC or notebook (14), the screen (16) and the one or
more peripheral devices (18). The case also has a cover shell half (22) which is connected to the base shell half (20) by means of hinges. The base
shell half (20) and the cover shell half (22) each have a base or cover wall (30) with rising side walls (32) and at least one padding layer (36) with
a sealed, gas-filled chamber (44, 46) for protecting the PC or notebook (14), the screen (16) and the one or more peripheral devices (18) against
mechanical shocks. The one or more padding layers (36) are arranged on the base wall of the base shell half (20) on which the cover wall of the
cover shell half (22) is arranged and/or said layer is arranged on the PC or notebook (14), the screen (16) and the one or more peripheral devices
(18) when the hard-shelled case (12) is closed from above.
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